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Take a new approach – 
think like it’s 1199 

hen Abbot John de Sais 
laid the first stone of a 
church in a tiny central 
England town in 1118, he 
set in motion a construc-
tion project that would 
culminate in 1237 with 
the completion of Peter-
borough Cathedral – 
the grandest structure 
in England at the time 

and a harbinger of the Gothic style that 
came to define British architecture for 
the next 500 years. De Sais was long dead 
before the project was complete, but that 
didn–t stop him. 

Fast-forward to the US housing bub-
ble of 2008. Developers built McMan-
sions for speculation. Brokers bundled 
house values into mortgage-backed secu-
rities that they could trade in a nano-
second. Sprawl ensued and build quality 
was poor. Eventually the bubble burst, 
prices declined, and now we are left with 
foreclosed homes that nobody wants. So 
what changed in Western culture between 
1118 and 2008? How did we go from building 
grand cathedrals to McMansions?

We lost track of time. Talk to any lead-
ing thinker and they–ll repeat the same 
refrain: it–s all about the big. We are in 
an era that needs to ask big questions, 
tackle big issues, make use of big data. Big 
problem, though: big is not big enough. To 
tackle the challenges of our day we must 
(re)introduce another dimension – time as 
well as space – and plot these big prob-
lems and their solutions along a broader 
time horizon.

It may sound a simple idea, but 
implementing long-term global 
strategy is a profound chal-
lenge. Take climate change. Every 
scientist will tell you that the 
actions of individual citizens 
are not enough to stem rising 
global temperatures. The propo-
nents of big are right: only large 
institutions with their vast sup-
ply chains and carbon footprint 
are able to make any significant 
impact.

However, there are signifi-
cant time-based institutional 
 obstacles that stand in the way 
of tackling climate change. A pol-
itician who reduces the propor-
tion of coal energy on the grid 

will face the wrath of the coal 
lobby and the labour unions 
when campaigning for re-election. 
A CEO who seeks to implement 
zero-energy operations might 
hurt profits over the next hand-
ful of business cycles and meet 
the vengeance of  seething stock-
holders when quarterly  earnings 
are announced. 

Imagine De Sais pitching his 
100-year construction project 
to a contemporary board of 
 directors. Does anyone think it 
would get built? Would any of us 
prefer it was never built? Too 
often, the price for long-term 
vision is short-term ruin. And 
what–s worse: most  people can–t 
stomach the risk. So we continue 
to think big, but we end up acting 
short. 

We need a framework for 
long-term strategy – one that 
is visionary yet goal-oriented. 
Without organising principles, it 
will be impossible to corral the 
corporations and capitals of the 
globe to tackle our significant 
long-term challenges. To this 
end, I suggest –longpath–. It–s a 
term that connotes long-term and 
goal-oriented strategies. It can 
help leaders navigate the bal-
ance between short-term gain and 
long-term ruin. A CEO might say: 
–That may be good for the bot-
tom line, but it poses significant 
risks to our longpath.–

Hopefully, the recent trend of 
big will herald the emergence of 
a longpath mentality, as lead-
ers begin to recognise that the big 
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Can Darwin really  
improve your sex life? 

cientists engaged with 
the media quickly learn 
that they can’t control 
how their research is 
used. A few years ago I 
was astonished to find 
that many members of 
the “seduction commu-
nity” had read my book 
The Mating Mind, about 
h o w  s e x u a l  c h o i c e s 

shaped our evolution. In their acronym-
heavy quest for sexual self-transforma-
tion to “pick-up artists” (PUAs), these men 
had become avid consumers of my field, 
evolutionary psychology (EP).  

Neil Strauss’s 2005 book The Game 
listed a few ways in which EP was influ-
encing PUAs, by framing male/female 
dynamics in a Darwinian context. David 
DeAngelo, a dating specialist, told me 
that: “Richard Dawkins’ The Selfish Gene 
and Matt Ridley’s The Red Queen were the 
‘gateway drugs’ to EP for me. It became 
clear that animals go through mating 
 rituals, and that humans have one as 
well. This led to unlocking some of the 
reasons why men who were successful at 
 attracting women were able to do it with 
such counterintuitive approaches.” 

These counterintuitive tactics include 
not worrying so much about one’s sta-
tus, wealth or looks, but focusing on one’s 
“inner game” (self-confidence, play-
fulness, risk taking) and “outer game” 
(fitness, “peacocking” with eye-catch-
ing clothes). The seduction commu-
nity hybridised a Darwinian fatalism 
about motives (men are hard-wired to 
seek casual sex, women are hard-wired 
to be choosy) with a self-help optimism 
about improving one’s sexual charisma. 
Baba Brinkman, a rapper and playwright, 
explained: “PUAs are only interesting if 
they begin as conspicuously low mate 
value and turn their status around using 
the tactics. The subtext seems to be about 
Machiavellian intelligence as a tool for 
subverting the usual pecking order.”

Since The Game, the seduction com-
munity has become a vanguard of applied 
Darwinism. PUAs refine tactics modelled 
on the latest EP findings, and trade “field 
reports” on which ones succeed or fail, 
through online “seduction lairs”. The 
EP enthusiasm has spread beyond PUAs 
into mainstream male culture. Tucker 
Max, author of four  bestsellers about his 
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Social media is teaching  
ad men the power of nice

ne of the most astound-
ing things about social 
media is how nice it 
tends to make everyone. 
–Favourite–, –follow–, 
–like–, –love– are now 
dominant words. Given a 
forum to say anything 
from a safe distance, 
we might expect people 
to put each other down. 

What could be more human after all? 
But that behaviour is the rare excep-
tion rather than the rule within the cul-
tures of Twitter,  Facebook, Pinterest and 
the like. Social capital is built today 
by giving thumbs up to others in your 
extended social networks rather than 
 tearing them down.

For most of us, this shift away from 
an acceptance of put-downs and gossip to 
an expectation of positive reinforcement 
has come naturally if quite suddenly. 
For marketers, it–s proving to be a far 
greater leap. To get there, they–ve got 
some serious bad habits to break.

Since the emergence of modern market-
ing, professional communicators have 
relied on the –inadequacy approach–. 
Tell your audience that the world is dan-
gerous, that they lack what they need, 
that they don–t quite fit in. Then offer 
the magic cure – your product. Our mar-
keting forefathers developed this pow-
erful  storytelling language that casts 
a brand as the hero come to rescue the 
consumer – the damsel in distress. A 2005 
study by consumer-research group Yan-
kelovich revealed that, in the US, peo-
ple received more than 3,500 commercial 

 sexual adventures, told me: “EP greatly 
influenced me. I encountered it in college, 
after reading Sperm Wars by Robin Baker. 
I read as much as I could of Richard Dawk-
ins, David Buss and Leda Cosmides. EP 
gave me a way to see the world that made 
complete sense, and fit all the facts I saw.”

Women, meanwhile, are appropriat-
ing EP for their own goals. Cosmopolitan 
and Psychology Today bloggers report 
new EP findings and their implications 
for understanding men. Women are also 
becoming more savvy about PUA tactics 
and more sceptical about their scientific 
basis. Amanda Denes, assistant professor 
at the University of Connecticut’s commu-
nication faculty, explained: “PUAs seem 
to draw on an evolutionary framework 
as a way of validating their problematic 
approaches to seducing women. They tend 
to depict all women as being essentially 
the same, and women’s sexuality as a pas-
sive response to men’s actions.” Some EP 
confirms sexual stereotypes and goes viral 
among PUAs, but other EP overturns ste-
reotypes and is championed by feminists.

The results are morally tricky. Today’s 
dating scene has become an uncontrolled 
experiment in competing strategies. 
 Science-minded singles have new levels 
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of self-consciousness – not just as 
people, but as fitness  displayers, 
mate choosers, gene replicators 
and social primates. People are 
locked in a runaway arms race 
of male sexual-escalation  tactics 
versus female commitment- 
escalation tactics.  

Neither sex can afford for their 
“game” – their EP-based seduc-
tion insights and skills – to stag-
nate. As David DeAngelo told me: 
“PUAs run the risk of becoming 
dependent on the techniques and 
shortcuts that, on average, tend to 
increase dating success. Many of 
them are like a person who wants 
to learn a new language, so they 
learn 100 words then stop and use 
only those 100 words forever.”  
To master this language of love, 
men and women are supercharg-
ing their sexual instincts with the 
conscious lessons of EP. With such 
high stakes, we EP researchers 
had better get the science right.

 Geoffrey Miller is associate 
 professor at the University of  
New Mexico’s Department of 
 Psychology
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